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Objective: A bibliometric analysis of COVID-19 is conducted to examine the

developmental context, research hotspots, and frontiers of mental health.

Methods: Using the Web of Science Core Collection (WOSCC), we have

retrieved articles on mental health research related to COVID-19 which were

published between 2019 and 2021. The coauthorship of countries, institutes,

and authors was analyzed using VOSviewer 1.6.17, and the co-citation map of

authors/references was analyzed as well. CiteSpace version 5.8.R3 was used to

analyze keyword clusters and forecast research frontiers.

Results: There were 8,856 articles retrieved, including 10,559 research

institutes and 1,407 academic journals. The most published country and

institutes were the United States (2190) and the University of London (373).

Wang, Chengyu owned the highest co-citations (1810). Frontier topics

can be identified by trending keywords, including “anxiety,” “depression,”

“psychological distress,” “quarantine,” “post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),”

“insomnia,” and “Healthcare workers.”

Conclusion: The most common psychological problems of people during

the epidemic are anxiety and depression. Insomnia and PTSD need to be

solved under the normalization of the epidemic. GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scales

are the most convenient and e�ective for screening anxiety and depression.

Healthcare workers, older adults, and college students should be concerned,

and social and family support is essential.
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Introduction

Since December 2019, the novel coronavirus pneumonia (COVID-19) has spread

throughout the world, and the number of confirmed clinical cases worldwide is

still on the rise. With the development and vaccination of vaccines, the global

epidemic has been brought under control to a certain extent. However, with

the continuous emergence of mutant strains (1, 2), nucleic acid testing and

quarantine observation are still the main means of epidemic prevention and control.
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When such sudden public health events occur, people will

have a large number of psychological problems, including

anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (3).

Over the past 2 years, more and more research has been

performed on mental health. Therefore, studying the

impact of COVID-19 on public mental health is of great

significance for timely and effective interventions in the future.

At present, it is necessary to sort out the developmental

history of this research field scientifically and systematically

and to further present its future research hotspots and

developmental direction.

After searching the relevant article database, it was found

that there were few visual articles on mental research with

COVID-19. Software such as CiteSpace and VOSviewer analyze

citations visually under the background of scientometrics and

data visualization. In this study, CiteSpace and VOSviewer

software were used to generate visual knowledge maps of article

data about mental health research under COVID-19 on theWeb

TABLE 1 The top 10 journals that published articles on mental health research related to COVID-19.

Rank Journal Country Count IF 2021

1 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health Switzerland 899 3.390

2 Frontiers in Psychiatry United States 459 4.157

3 PLOS ONE United States 362 3.240

4 Frontiers in Public Health Switzerland 203 3.709

5 BMJ Open England 188 2.692

6 Psychiatry Research Netherlands 140 3.222

7 Journal of Affective Disorders Netherlands 137 4.839

8 Journal of Medical Internet Research Canada 122 5.428

9 Sustainability Switzerland 120 3.251

10 Healthcare Switzerland 111 2.645

FIGURE 1

The dual-map overlay of journals on mental health research related to COVID-19.

of Science, attempting to provide research ideas for clinical and

basic research workers.

Materials and methods

Data source and search strategy

On 27 February 2022, articles were retrieved online using the

Science Citation Index-Expanded (SCI-E) of the Web of Science

Core Collection (WOSCC). The strategy for retrieving the data

consisted of TS= (COVID-19OR 2019-nCOVOR SARS-CoV-2

OR novel coronavirus pneumonia OR coronavirus disease-2019)

AND TS = (psychology OR psychological OR psychological

health OR psycholog∗ OR mentality OR mental∗ OR mental

health), index=SCI-EXPANDED, and time span: 2019-12-01 to

2021-12-31. We only selected articles as the document type, and

the language was limited to English.
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TABLE 2 Top 10 most cited articles on mental health research related to COVID-19.

Rank First Author Title Journal Cited Highlight

1 Lai, Jianbo Factors Associated with Mental Health

Outcomes Among Health Care Workers

Exposed to Coronavirus Disease 2019

JAMA Network Open 2,642 Multivariable logistic regression analysis was

performed to identify factors associated with

mental health outcomes among health care

workers in China. The degree of symptoms of

depression, anxiety, insomnia and distress was

assessed.

2 Wang, Cuiyan Immediate Psychological Responses and

Associated Factors during the Initial

Stage of the 2019 Coronavirus Disease

(COVID-19) Epidemic among the

General Population in China

International Journal of

Environmental

2,373 The study was to survey the general public in

China to better understand their levels of

psychological impact, anxiety, depression, and

stress during the initial stage of the COVID-19

outbreak. The data will be used for future

reference

3 Holmes, Emily A Multidisciplinary research priorities for

the COVID-19 pandemic: a call for

action for mental health science

Lancet Psychiatry 1,852 Researchers explored the psychological, social, and

neuroscientific effects of COVID-19 in UK and set

out the immediate priorities and longer-term

strategies for mental health science research.

Emphasis on mitigating mental health

consequences for vulnerable groups

4 Cao, Wenjun The psychological impact of the

COVID-19 epidemic on college students

in China

Psychiatry Research 1,448 Researchers sampled college students from

Changzhi medical college in China by using

cluster sampling. results showed that economic

effects, effects on daily life and delays in academic

activities, were positively associated with anxiety

symptoms, social support was negatively

correlated with the level of anxiety

5 Van Bavel, Jay J Using social and behavioral science to

support COVID-19 pandemic response

Nature Human Behavior 1,361 The study discussed evidence from a selection of

research topics relevant to pandemics. To help

align human behavior with the recommendations

of epidemiologists and public health experts

6 Huang, Yeen Generalized anxiety disorder, depressive

symptoms and sleep quality during

COVID-19 outbreak in China: a

web-based cross-sectional survey

Psychiatry Research 1,144 Using a web-based cross-sectional survey to assess

the mental health burden of Chinese public.

results suggested Younger people, people spending

too much time thinking about the outbreak, and

healthcare workers were at high risk of mental

illness

7 Wang, Cuiyan A longitudinal study on the mental

health of general population during the

COVID-19 epidemic in China

Brain Behavior and

Immunity

928 This longitudinal study surveyed the general

population twice - during the initial outbreak, and

the epidemic’s peak four weeks later, surveying

demographics, symptoms, knowledge, concerns,

and precautionary measures against COVID-19

8 Zhong, BaoLiang Knowledge, attitudes, and practices

toward COVID-19 among Chinese

residents during the rapid rise period of

the COVID-19 outbreak: a quick online

cross-sectional survey

International Journal of

Biological Sciences

857 The study investigated Chinese residents’

knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP) during

the rapid rise period of the outbreak. Most

Chinese residents of a relatively high

socioeconomic status were knowledgeable about

COVID-19, hold optimistic attitudes, and have

appropriate practices toward it

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Rank First Author Title Journal Cited Highlight

9 Czeisler, Mark E Mental Health, Substance Use, and

Suicidal Ideation During the COVID-19

Pandemic - United States, June 24–30,

2020

MMWR-Morbidity and

Mortality Weekly Report

629 The study assessed mental health, substance use,

and suicidal ideation during the pandemic,

representative panel surveys were conducted

among adults aged ≥18 years across the

United States

10 Mazza, Cristina A Nationwide Survey of Psychological

Distress among Italian People during

the COVID-19 Pandemic: Immediate

Psychological Responses and Associated

Factors

International Journal of

Environmental Research

and Public Health

637 The study aimed to establish the prevalence of

psychiatric symptoms and identify risk and

protective factors for psychological distress among

Italians. Results showed that Having an

acquaintance infected was associated with

increased levels of both depression and stress,

those with a family member infected and young

person who had to work outside their domicile

presented higher levels of anxiety and stress,

respectively

Data collection

Two researchmembers (RJZ and XLL) downloaded raw data

fromWOSCC, which was then imported into VOSviewer 1.6.17

and CiteSpace version 5.8.R3, and the information generated by

the software was imported into Excel 2007.

Statistical methods

The data from the WOSCC database were analyzed,

including countries/regions, institutes, authors, journal sources,

number of citations/articles, and impact factor.

VOSviewer is a bibliometric analysis software jointly created

by Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo Waltman to map scientific

knowledge (4). We performed a co-occurrence analysis of

countries, institutions, and authors (Figure 2) using VOSviewer.

Similarly, co-citation maps of references and authors were

generated using VOSviewer (Figure 4). There were three types

of mapping generated, namely, network visualization, overlay

visualization, and density visualization. In network visualization,

elements of the same color were clustered together, so kinds

of colors represented different clusters. Within the overlay

visualization, it generated a timeline at the bottom right corner,

displaying blue for older articles and darker yellow for more

recent ones. For density visualization, the larger and deeper the

yellow element, the greater its influence on the field.

CiteSpace is a tool for visualizing and analyzing trends

and patterns in scientific papers (5, 6). It was used to analyze

keywords and keywords with the strongest citation bursts

(Figures 5, 6). A node in the co-citation knowledge graph

represents a document, and the size of the node is proportional

to the number of references cited in a particular period of time.

Moreover, the strength value of the keyword bursts indicates

its hotspot research (Figure 7). As a result, it will be easier to

observe the trend of various research hotspots over time (7).

Results

Annual articles and citations

A total of 8,856 articles were included from 2020 (n =

2,207) to 2021 (n = 6,649), and the citations of these articles

also increased dramatically from 2020 (n = 14,404) to 2021

(n= 89,099), with a total of 103,503 citations.

Distribution of journals and cited articles

A total of 1,407 academic journals have published articles

on mental health related to COVID-19. Table 1 lists the

top 10 journals with a total of 2,741 articles, accounting for

30.95% of the total number of articles. International Journal

of Environmental Research and Public Health published the

most articles (899 articles, 10.15%), followed by the Journal

of Frontiers in Psychiatry (459 articles, 5.18%) and PLOS ONE

(362 articles, 4.09%). Dual-map overlay of journals is shown in

Figure 1, where the left side corresponds to the citation map and

the right side corresponds to the cited journal map (8). Lines

on the map start from the left to the right, representing citation

links for the disciplines covered by the journal. There were six

citation paths, which were roughly divided into two colors. For

the upper path, medicine/medical/clinical journals represented

by green and psychology/education/health journals represented
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FIGURE 2

The network map of countries/regions, institutes, and active authors on mental health research related to COVID-19. (A) The network

visualization map of countries/regions, (B) the overlay visualization map of countries/regions, and (C) the density visualization map of

countries/regions. (D) The network visualization map of institutes, (E) the overlay visualization map of institutes, and (F) the density visualization

map of institutes. (G) The network visualization map of active authors, (H) the overlay visualization map of active authors, and (I) the density

visualization map of active authors.

by light blue are cited in molecular/biology/genetics journals.

The middle path, papers published in medicine/medical/clinical

journals represented by green, and psychology/education/health

journals represented by light blue are cited in

health/nursing/medicine area. The bottom path, papers

published in medicine/medical/clinical journals represented by

green, and psychology/education/health journals represented

by light blue are cited in the psychology/education/social area.

Table 2 shows the 10 most frequently cited articles.

Distribution of countries and institutes

The research articles on mental health under COVID-19

were published by 152 countries/regions, and extensive

cooperation was noted between them (Figure 2). Table 3 shows

the top 10 countries/regions in terms of articles, of which the

United States is the most prolific, followed by Mainland China,

England, Italy, and Australia.

Notably, 10,559 institutes participated in mental health

research related to COVID-19 (Figure 2). Table 3 lists the top 10

institutes by the number of articles. The 10 institutes account for

21.78% of total articles, among which the University of London

has the largest articles (373), followed by Harvard University

(252), University of California System (205), and University

College London (197).

Analysis of citations, ESI top papers, and
H-index among the top five countries

A trend analysis of articles and citations was conducted

using Excel 2007 (Figure 3). The United States contributed the

greatest number of ESI top papers (259) and achieved the highest

H-index value (77). China had the greatest number of citations

(35,627) and achieved the second-highest H-index value (74).

The other three countries were England, Italy, and Australia.
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TABLE 3 Top 10 countries and institutes in the number of articles.

Rank Country/Region Count Institute Count

1 United States 2,190 University of London 373

2 Mainland China 1,433 Harvard University 252

3 England 1,090 University of California System 205

4 Italy 800 University College London 197

5 Australia 584 University of Toronto 190

6 Canada 568 King’s college London 158

7 Spain 513 Huazhong university science and technology 150

8 Germany 407 Harvard medical school 147

9 Turkey 346 University of Melbourne 129

10 India 271 Sapienza university of Rome 128

FIGURE 3

The distribution of citation (×0.01), ESI top papers, and H-index in the top five countries.

Distribution of authors

Over 45,010 authors contributed to mental health

research related to COVID-19 (Figure 2). Table 4 lists the

top 10 authors in the number of articles. Griffiths md (31)

ranked first, followed by Xiang yt (30), Cheung t (29), and

Lin cy (19).

VOSviewer analyzed the information of author

citations and visualized it in a co-citation network

(Figure 4). Among the top 10 co-cited authors (Table 4),
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TABLE 4 The top 10 authors, co-cited authors, and co-cited references.

Rank Author Count Co-cited Author Count Co-cited Reference Count

1 Griffiths, Mark D 31 Wang, Chengyu 1,810 Brooks SK, 2020, lancet, v395, p912, doi

10.1016/s0140-6736(20)30460-8

1,335

2 Xiang, Yu-Tao 30 Brooks, Samantha K 1,645 Lai JB, 2020, jama netw open, v3, doi

10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2020.3976

981

3 Cheung, Teris 29 kroenke, k 1,127 Wang CY, 2020, int j env res pub he, v17, doi

10.3390/ijerph17051729

966

4 Lin, Chung-Ying 21 Lai, Jianbo 981 Spitzer RL, 2006, arch intern med, v166,

p1092, doi 10.1001/archinte.166.10.1092

755

5 Wang, Ying 16 Spitzer, Robert L 880 Holmes EA, 2020, lancet psychiat, v7, p547,

doi 10.1016/s2215-0366(20)30168-1

707

6 Chung, Seockhoon 14 Holmes, Emily A 735 Qiu JY, 2020, gen psychiat, v33, doi

10.1136/gpsych-2020-100213

588

7 Pakpour, Amir H 14 Qiu, Jianyin 595 Kroenke K, 2001, j gen intern med, v16, p606,

doi 10.1046/j.1525-1497.2001.016009606.x

537

8 Zhang, Ling 14 Xiang, Yutao 589 Cao WJ, 2020, psychiat res, v287, doi

10.1016/j.psychres.2020.112934

511

9 Liu, Zhongchun 13 Cohen, Sandy 581 Xiang YT, 2020, lancet psychiat, v7, p228, doi

10.1016/s2215-0366(20)30046-8

467

10 Mamun, Mohammed a 12 Kessler, Ronald C 519 Huang YE, 2020, psychiat res, v288, doi

10.1016/j.psychres.2020.112954

459

Wang Cy (1,810) ranked first, followed by Brooks sk

(1,645), Kroenke k (1,127), Lai jb (981), and Spitzer

rl (880).

Analysis of co-cited references

VOSviewer was used to analyze the co-citation of references.

In Figure 4B, the map of density visualization showed that the

papers from authors such as Brooks sk, Qiu jy, Huang ye,

Kang lj, and Zhang wr have the highest co-citation intensity,

suggesting that their research results serve as a good medium

in this academic field. In the early stage of the outbreak, people

often suffered from anxiety, depression, and panic disorder in

psychological problems, and insomnia was often accompanied

by prolonged exposure to this state (9, 10). Apart from those who

need to be quarantined (11), medical health workers are themost

concerned (12, 13). Table 4 lists the top 10 co-cited references.

Analysis of keywords

Map of keywords co-occurrence resulted in 343 nodes and

328 links (Figure 5). As shown in the upper left corner of the

picture, the modularity Q was 0.8924 (>0.5), and the mean

Silhouette was 0.5368 (>0.5), indicating that the homogeneity

of clusters was acceptable (5). In this network (Figure 6), eight

cluster labels were listed: #0 depression, #1 coronavirus, #2

physical activity, #3 mental health, #4 psychological impact, #5

healthcare workers, #6 old adults, and #7 psychological distress.

Using the burst method to detect keywords, 30 words were

obtained (Figure 7).

Discussion

General information

With the normalization of the epidemic, vaccination, and

the establishment of herd immunity, the post-pandemic era has

gradually become widely accepted from the previous unease.

In the past 2 years, papers on mental health research related

to COVID-19 have shown explosive growth, so it is necessary

to systematically summarize and display them in the form of a

visual map. Among the top 10 contributive countries/regions,

the United States and Mainland China occupied the leading

position, accounting for 40.91%. While from the distribution of

institutes, Harvard University (USA), University of California

System (USA), UCL (UK), University of Toronto (Canada),

and King’s College London (UK) are the institutions with the

most research in this field. Although the number of articles in

mainland China was large, high-impact institutions have yet to

emerge. In terms of the distribution of authors, Griffiths, mark
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FIGURE 4

The co-citation map of authors and references on mental health research related to COVID-19. (A) The network visualization map of co-cited

authors and (B) the density visualization map of co-cited authors. (C) The network visualization map of co-cited references and (D) the density

visualization map of co-cited references.

d ranked first in 31 articles. According to Price’s Law (14), the

minimumnumber of articles for core authorsN = 0.749
√
Mmax

(Mmax is the articles of the most prolific authors) and calculated

N≈4. In terms of the number of articles published, 968 authors

have published more than 4, accounting for 2.15% (<50%),

indicating that the core author team in this research field has

not yet been formed.

Research hotspots and frontiers

Anxiety and depression are common
psychological distress

Anxiety or depression can happen to everyone, and for

COVID-19 survivors, negative emotions stem from quarantine,

stigma, and uncertainty of viral disease progression (15,

16). Studies have shown that baseline systemic immune-

inflammation index (SII) reflects positively associated with the

score of anxiety and depression at follow-up (17). Levels of

CRP, a peripheral inflammatory indicator, correlated positively

with the PHQ-9 total score of patients who presented symptoms

of depression (16). Compared with infected people, general

populations are more derived from panic about the uncertainty

of the epidemic, acquaintances or family members are infected,

and young people who had to work outside their domicile

presented higher levels of anxiety and stress (18).

Insomnia and PTSD are common disease
syndrome under the epidemic

The incidence of insomnia is higher than that of anxiety

and depression in both medical healthcare workers and general

populations (19, 20), and someone also accompanied by

obsessive-compulsive symptoms (13). PTSD is a serious but

treatable mental disorder that occurs after a life-threatening

traumatic event, and people show symptoms of traumatic

reexperience, hypervigilance, avoidance, and numbness, which

usually occur 3 months to several years after the trauma
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FIGURE 5

Keywords co-occurrence map of mental health research related to COVID-19.

(21, 22). In terms of gender, women are more susceptible,

such as pregnant women (23) and nurses (24). A 3-month

follow-up record of COVID-19 survivors shows that previous

psychiatric diagnosis and obesity were risk factors for developing

PTSD (25).

The GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scales are most used in
psychological assessment

The GAD-7 scale is developed for generalized anxiety

disorders (GADs), there are seven problems faced in the past 2

weeks, and each problem is divided into 0–3 points according

to the degree of severity. The full score of the GAD-7 scale is

21 points, 0–4 points indicate minimal, 5–9 points are mild,

10–14 points are moderate, and ≥15 points are severe (26).

GAD-7 scale is the most commonly used in clinical practice

due to its high sensitivity (89%) and specificity (82%) and is

widely recognized in the industry. The PHQ-9 scale is the 9-item

depression module from the full Patient Health Questionnaire

(PHQ) (27), and each problem is divided into 0–3 points

according to the degree of severity. The full score of the PHQ-

9 scale is 27 points, 0–4 points indicate minimal, 5–9 points are

mild, 10–14 points are moderate, 15–19 points are moderately

severe, and ≥20 points are severe. PHQ-9 score ≥10 had a

sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 88% for major depression.

Healthcare workers, older adults, and college
students are high-risk groups prone to
psychological problems

In addition to physicians and nurses, healthcare workers

also include patient care technicians, respiratory therapists,

mental health therapists, etc. In the face of clinical uncertainty,

in addition to feeling mental stress, they also have a fear of

the unknown, perceived social stigma, and workplace safety

concerns (28). Social and family support can effectively alleviate

these negative emotions. Older adults who lack social activities

and long periods at home are more likely to feel alienated

from their families. Unlike anxiety among younger adults, they

are more likely to report feelings of loneliness and lack of
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FIGURE 6

The keyword cluster map for articles on mental health research related to COVID-19.

happiness (29, 30). Additionally, for those elderly who lack

access to medical care, this sentiment is even more pronounced

(31). For college students, the development of online courses

has changed the learning mode that students are familiar with.

Economic effects, effects on daily life, and delays in academic

activities are positively associated with anxiety symptoms (32).

Likewise, insomnia, alcohol use, and gaming behavior will

appear (33, 34).

Strengths and limitations

This study used visualization software to analyze the mental

health research under COVID-19 and intuitively showed the

research hot spots that scholars around the world have paid

attention to in the past 2 years. However, there are also some

deficiencies in this study. First, considering the applicability of

software to the database, this study only included WOSSC data,

and a small part of the data may be omitted. Second, the number

of articles on mental health in COVID-19 is increasing, but this

study did not assess the quality of the literature, which we need

to improve in the future.

Conclusion

In this study, we summarized the mental health research

papers under the epidemic in detail and displayed the

cooperation of countries/institutions/authors, co-cited

authors/references, and keyword analysis that are also

listed through visualization software. Through the maps, we

concluded that the most common psychological problems

of people during the epidemic are anxiety and depression.

Insomnia and PTSD need to be solved under the normalization

of the epidemic. GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scales are the most

convenient and effective for screening anxiety and depression.

Healthcare workers, older adults, and college students should

be concerned, and social and family support is essential.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that most of the psychological

investigations were conducted in a certain area, and most

of the psychological investigations were conducted during
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FIGURE 7

Top 30 keywords with strongest citation bursts.
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the outbreak period, but the psychological research on the

post-epidemic period was not durable enough. It is suggested

that countries and institutions need to further strengthen

cooperation, and it is necessary to conduct more long-term

follow-ups of patients who have recovered from COVID-19.
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